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Abstract. A new CFL condition for characteristic based methods for non-linear hyperbolic 
conservation laws is presented. This is based on monitoring the position and time of wave 
interaction e manating from neighbouring Ftiemann problems. When spedalised to the F&n- 
dom Choice Method applied to the Euler equations, the present CFL condition allows CFL 
numbers close to unity. ?iaditionally the upper bound was $. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with a Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition for a class of 
numerical methods for solving systems of non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws, 
u, + F(U), = 0. (1) 
Here U(z,t) and F(U) are vectors of conserved variables and their fluxes respectively, 
with z and t denoting space and time. The methods of interest here are those that use 
the Riemann problem for (1) as the building block. Examples are the Flux Difference 
Splitting Method of Roe (1981); the Random Choice Method (RCM) of Chorin (1976); 
the Weighted Average Flux (WAF) method of Toro (1988a) etc. 
These methods are explicit. They march the solution in time (or its equivalent) subject 
to the CFL condition, which determines the size of the time step AT. In the discrete 
problem for (1) the CFL condition requires that the grid size (AZ, AT), where Ax is 
the spacing, is such that the numerical domain of dependence contains the continuous 
domain of dependence. In other words, the ratio of the maximum wave speed S,,,,, to 
the grid speed & should be bounded by unity i.e. q 5 1. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
situation in a computational setup 
At time level n the data {UF}zi are available. The values U,!‘+’ in cell i at the 
new time level n + 1 depend on the solution of two Riemann problems RP(1’ - 1, i) a,nd 
RP(i, i + 1); here RP(i, i + 1) denotes the Riemann problem for (1) with data U,?’ and 
U,?+l. In this context the CFL condition requires that AT be small enough to avoid wave 
interaction within cell i, Vi. 
The correctness of the CFL restriction in choosing AT is most clearly manifested in 
the context of the Random Choice Method. RCM takes U,F+’ = V(Q), where Qr 
is a pseudo-random position within cell i at time level n + 1 and V is the solution of 
RP(i- 1, i) and RP(i, i+ 1). A popular and so far unquestioned CFL condition for RCM 
is 
AT+ (2) 
mao 
where C E (0, f]. Waves are prevented from travelling a distance larger than PAX. Such 
a restrictive CFL condition has put RCM at a disadvantage with other methods that 
allegedly can afford C > f in eq. (2). Traditionally S,,, has been found in terms of the 
data at time level n. For the case of the Euler equations 
S mar = mpx{lu;l+ a;}, (3) 
where ur and al are particle and sound speeds respectively. 
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2. A LARGER TIME STEP 
Here we design the implementation of a CFL condition that allows larger time steps. 
The approach is described in terms of RCM, but extension to other methods follows 
easily. 
Consider a cell i at time level n being transversed by the fastest waves from the 
Riemann problems RP(i - 1, i) (left) and RP(i, i + 1) (right); Fig. 2 illustrates the case. 
Denote the speeds of the right and left running waves by SR and SL respectively. Let 
ATin be the time of intersection of these waves within cell i. From Fig. 2 we have 
Here vj” and -vi”’ are fractions of AZ and represent distances travelled by the two 
waves under consideration. They satisfy 
Equations (4) and (5) give 
I/#?) + vi”’ = 1. (5) 
(1) _ Sfi vi - 
SR-st’ 
and the time step size to advance the solution to the new time level n + 1 is, 
(6) 
AT = C [mjn{Ar}] , with 0 < C 5 1. (7) 
Implementation of this CFL condition in the Random Choice Method depends now 
on the particular version of RCM. If the method advances the solution in a single time 
step on a non-staggered grid as presented by Toro (1988b) then, in addition to AT, 
one requires the positions of intersection of the waves transversing cell i, Vi. These are 
given by {v{‘)}. If the sampling pseudo-random number 0” with 0 5 8” 5 1, is such 
that 0 5 8” 5 v$l), then the solution of the Riemann problem RP(i - 1,i) is sampled. 
Otherwise, the solution of RP(i, i + 1) is sampled. 
3. APPLICATION TO THE RANDOM CHOICE METHOD 
Here we solve the unsteady one-dimensional Euler equations with shock-tube data 
PL = 1.0, UL = 0.0, pl = 1.0, pi = 0.125, uR = 0.0, pR = 0.1 for densities, velocities and 
pressures. The ideal-gas equation of state is assumed with the ratio of specific heats y 
set to 1.4. 
Fig. 3 shows the computed and similarity solutions at time t = 0.25. Symbols denote 
numerical, and full line denotes exact solution respectively. These results were obtained 
with the maximum time step in the traditional CFL condition (2)-(3) with C = i. The 
number of time steps required to evolve the solution for a time 0.25 was 109. 
Fig. 4 shows the result obtained using the new CFL condition (6)-(7) with maximum 
time step, i.e. C = 1.0 in Eq. (7). The number of time steps needed to evolve the 
solution for the same time 0.25 was 71, which represents a saving of 35% in CPU time 
for this typical problem. One can do even better by detecting the Mach waves. These 
are present even in trivial Riemann problems and artificially restrict the size of AT,!’ in 
eq. (4). By setting the speeds of Mach waves to zero, one only requires 57 time steps to 
evolve the solution for a time 0.25. This gives a saving close to SO%, i.e. RCM can now 
be run at almost twice the computational speed as with the traditional CFL condition. 
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